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The Olympic Games of London 2012

brought the sport of dressage into

the public eye after team GB scooped
a host of medals. Although most

still believe it is all about the horse
'dancing', dressage is a complex
sport that is poorly recognised and

understood. This is despite 'classical

ridinq', which is still considered the
basis of modern competitive dressage,

being described since the Renaissance

period (l).

Dressaqe is a discipline within the

equestrian world that is defined by

the lnternational Equestrian Federation

as "the highest expression of horse

training, where horse and rider are

expected to perform from memory a

series ol predetermined

movements"(2).

This discipline is about

asking the horse to work

its muscles correctly

and in balance so that

it can perform certain

movements eifortlessly.

The rider controls

movement through their

seat and small movements

of the leg and rein contact.

It is all about softness and

suppleness of both horse

Figure l: Good rider
position in dressage.
Photograph reproduced
with kind permission lrom
Becky Moody (2Or3).

being rigid as this will be

transferred through the

seat to the horse, which

in turn will become tense.

Horses are flight animals

and tension will engage

a flight response, not

something required in the

effortless and relaxed

discipline of dressage!

Schooling a horse

properly is like giving it

THE RIDER CONTROLS MOVEMENT THROUGH
THEIR SEAT AND SMALL MOVEMENTS OF

THE LEG AND REIN CONTACT. IT IS ALL ABOUT
SOFTNESS AND SUPPLENESS OF
BOTH HORSE AND RIDER

and rider.

It is of upmost importance that
the rider has core and general body
awareness to allow the horse to move

freely through its back under the

saddle. The rider should be able to

engage the core when needed without

a Pilates workout. lt too

engages its deep core

muscles so that it can perform required

movements in a controlled and relaxed

manne[ Horse and rider have now

formed a unique synergy.

The dressage rider must sit

equally on both ischial tuberosities as

any unevenness will be transmitted

through to the horse The rider's leg

should be relaxed and long. A common
misconception is that riders become
tight in their adductors. Howeveri if they

are sitting properly these muscles are

relaxed. lf they are overactive it can

restrict the movement ol the horse

underneath them. The pelvis is in a

neutral position as is the scapula, and
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This article demonstrates the benefit of both physiotherapy and Pilates to the dressage rider in a
sport where the rider's position can dramatically affect the outcome of how the horse performs.
It emphasises the demands on both horse and rider and how important it is that they work in
synergy. The article highlights some important common musculoskeletal issues that dressage riders
demonstrate as well as physiotherapy techniques and Pilates exercises that help in rider body
awareness and correct body position in the saddle. I



DRESSAGE IS A
COMPLEX SPORT THAT

IS POORLY RECOGNISED

the cervical spine is in a degree of

retraction. The elbows are held into the

sides at 90' with an 'elastic'feel from

hand to rein (Fig. l).

Dressage saddles are very different

to other saddle styles. They are cut

to allow greater movement of the

horses'shoulders and to keep the rider

sitting deep and relaxed. However, the

rider is positioned with a long leg that

is in abduction, medial rotation and

slight flexion at the hip joint. Therefore

specialist knowledge of the hip reqion

is of utmost importance when dealing

with the dressage rider.

A number of complaints are commonly

presented by riders (Box 1).

These rider issues can be due

to a host of pathologies or muscle

imbalances but all of them lead to an

asymmetry when riding, which in turn

can lead to an asymmetry of the horse.

When assessing a dressage rider for

such problems it is also important to

question whether it is the rider leading

to horse imbalances or vice versa. lt

is a bit of a chicken and egg scenario.

Therefore, when treating a rider it is

important that all aspects ol horse

management are addressed. Horses also

have physiotherapists, sports massage,

chiropractors and even dentistsl!!

Swiss ball
The Swiss ball is a useful aid in

assessing how the rider may sit

on their horse. A serles of pelvic

movements are completed to assess

the presence of any faulty movement

patterns. The movements performed

are pelvic tilt, pelvic side glide and

a figure of eight in both directions.

These movements allow the assessor

to watch for any faulty body actions.

These may include the torso collapsing

to one side and an uneven weight

transference throuqh the ischial

tuberosities. The rider may be unable
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to achieve thoracolumbar dissociation,

which will lead to either a rigid lumbar

or rigid thoracic reqion and with

movement the shoulder girdle may

become fixed and elevated. lt is also

necessary to check that the rider is

not fixing through their upper limb and

scapula, and that this is dissociated

from the pelvis. lt is then useful to
perform the above movements with the

riders arms elevated above their head.

This will allow the assessor to see if
any movement restrictions are present.

Wooden horse
The wooden horse allows the rider's

saddle to be placed on it and then the

rider can mount. This enables the as-

sessor to see how the rider sits in their

own saddle. Obviously no movement

occurs so faulty movement patterns

cannot be detected. Howeveq it is a

useful tool in exercise prescription

for the rider Correct placement of

shoulder girdle and thoracic spine can

be demonstrated and a neutral spine

achieved. Activation of transversus

abdominis and serratus anterior can be

taught and correct abdominal breathing
practised. Abdominal breathinq on the
wooden horse is a useful exercise, as

the rider feels how their seat relaxes

and softens into the saddle.

By placing the wooden horse in

front of a minq the rider can be made

aware of the body as segments. Ihese
segments need to be stacked on top

of each other as shown below (Fig. 2).

Through dissociation work the rider

can learn how to move each segment

individually without losing control of the

one above or below. I describe to my

riders the analogy of a chocolate orange!

lf one segment is out of place then this

can disrupt the congruency of the shape.

From assessing the rider on both

the Swiss ball and wooden horse any

faulty movement patterns can be used

as corrective home exercises.

Prior to assessing the rider on the

Swiss ball and wooden horse, I carry out

a thorouqh musculoskeletal assessment

to test all joints and movement patterns.

Any joint, muscle and neuroloqical

issues are hiqhliqhted and underlying

pathologies detected. For the purpose

of this article only the Swiss ball and

wooden horse are considered.

2: The rider can be made aware ol-the body as
that need to be stacked on top ol each other,
rider can learn how to move individually without

losing control of the one above or below.

Figure 3: A number ol physiotherapy techniques can be used
to treat the rider.

Assessment on horsebaek
I am often asked by horse riders if I use

a mechanical horse for my assessments.

I personally feel that through the

combined use of the Swiss ball, wooden

horse, musculoskeletal assessment and

assessment of the rider on their own
horse, I can gain the most accurate

information. Horses can be of varying

sizes and widths and move differently;

and this all affects how the rider sits and

THE RIDER'S POSITION
CAN DRAMATICALLY

AFFECT THE OUTCOME OF
HOW THE HORSE
PERFORMS

EVIDENCE INFORMED PRACTICE

performs.

Assessment on horseback is

undertaken while the rider is under

instruction from their coach as per

insurance regulations. The additional

benefit is then liaison with the riding

instructor so that the rider receives a

team approach to their individual issues.

A number of physiotherapy techniques

can be used to treat the rider (Fig.3).

Figure 4 shows a series of goals that

the dressage rider should be aiminq for
(first column) along with the physiology

involved (second column). The third

column provides examples of exercises

that the rider can perform in order to

reach these targets.

The exercises discussed in Figure

4 are only a'taster'. There are many

levels of exercises and exercise
progressions depending on what has

been found during assessment.

The aim of this article was to
provide the reader with insight into

the complex world of dressage and

the treatment of the dressaqe rider

throuqh physiotherapy and Pilates. lt
is important that professionals who

treat dressage riders are aware of

the importance of position on the

horse and how this can be affecting

overall performance of both horse and

rider. Assessment tools have been

discussed so that faulty movement
patterns can be detected both on

and off the horse and it has covered

a basic introduction to physiotherapy

techniques and Pilates exercises

used. Truly effective assessment and

treatment of the dressage rider needs

a full understanding of the complexity

of the sport, the rider and the horse.
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I What are the key musculoskeletal areas that dressage

riders may find problems with?

I Why is apical breathing so detrimental to the dressage

rider and diaphragmatic breathing so important?

I Why is Pilates so beneficial to the dressage rider?
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Activation ol serratus anterior,
latissimus dorsi and lower trapezius

Breathing control with resistance band

around rib cage (6)
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